A 70th Anniversary Tribute to Basil William Anderson

New Analytical Results of the Inclusions in Siam Rubies

A Few Observations Related to Synthetic Emerald

Some Rare Materials

New Classification of Gemstone Colours

New Occurrences of Gem Minerals in Australia

Some Notes on Growth-Disturbances found in Colombian Emeralds

Threads: Their types and some of their characters

Pearl Identification:

A Gem Garnet from the Island of Otterøy, near Modle, Western Norway

X-ray Topography of a Natural Emerald and a Synthetic Emerald

Yellow Scapolite: Another gem-mineral from Umba, Tanzania

Notes on Recent Synthetics and the Blackening of Natural Opals

Kakortokite—and other Ornamental Eudialyte Rocks

A Different Point-Cut Diamond
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